Abstract. Let F2 -Z * Z be a free group of rank two. We show that Aut F2 can be built up from cyclic groups by using only the free products and semidirect products.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF A FREE GROUP ON TWO GENERATORS DRAGOMIR Z. BOKO Vie1
Abstract. Let F2 -Z * Z be a free group of rank two. We show that Aut F2 can be built up from cyclic groups by using only the free products and semidirect products.
Explicitly we have Aut F2 = ((Z « Z) XI (Z3 * Z3)) XI (Z4 XI Z2). As a corollary we obtain a simple presentation of Aut F2.
Let F2 = Z * Z = (x, y) be a free group of rank 2 with generators x and y, Z3 * Z3 = (a, b: a3 -b3 -1) the free product of two cyclic groups of order 3, and D4 = Z4XZ2 = (c, d:c4 = d2 = (cd)2 = 1) the dihedral group of order 8. (We use * (resp. XI ) to denote the free (resp. semidirect) product of two groups.) Let a, ß G Aut F2 = $ be defined by (1) a: x -> x~xy~x, y -x;
(2) ß:x->y-\ y^xy-x.
Since a3 = ß3 = 1 we have a homomorphism Z3 * Z3 -> <P sending a -» a and b -» ß. Let H -F2 XJ (Z3 * Z3) be the corresponding semidirect product. Thus H is generated by x, y, a, b with defining relations
Using (3) it is easy to verify that H has endomorphisms y and 8 such that
From (4) and (5) one derives that Y4 = 52 = (YrS)2= 1, and so there is a homomorphism Z)4 j-* Aut H sending c -» y and d -» 5. We let
be the corresponding semidirect product. Thus G is generated by x, y, a, b, c, d with defining relations those of H and D4 together with
Clearly F2<¡ G and let <j>: G -» 4> be the canonical homomorphism: <f>(z) is the restriction to F2 of the inner automorphism t -* ztz'1 of G.
Theorem. <p is an isomorphism.
Proof. We have F2< G and F2 < $ and the restriction of <i> to F2 is the identity map. Hence it suffices to show that the induced map <¡>: G -» $ (G = G/F2 and $ = $/F2) is an isomorphism. Let F2 = F2/F2' where F2 is the commutator subgroup of F2. The group F2 is free abelian of rank 2 with a basis {.x, y). One knows [2, Proposition 4.5, p. 25] that the canonical homomorphism \p: $ -» Aut F2 is an isomorphism. By using \p and the basis {x, y) of F2 we shall identify $ with GL2(Z). From (3) and (6) we deduce that o «¿)-(_ï.:). *>-u j). w)=(; i). It follows from the definition of G and G that Since G is generated by /\ c and J it follows from (7) and (10) that «p and 0 are inverses of each other. As a corollary we can obtain a simple presentation of 0. For that purpose we shall first "simplify" the above presentation of G by eliminating the redundant generators x, y and b. Let K be the group with generators u, v, w srnd defining relations
Lemma. There is an isomorphism f: K -» G smc/i //¡a?
(12) /: u -» a, t) -» c, w -> J.
Proof. In G we have a3 = c4 = c/2 = (cd)2 = 1, c2ac2dad -y2{a)8(a) = xa-y'xa'x = xa(^-1) = 1, and [aca, c2] = acac2a'xc'xa'xc2 = ay(a)y'x(a'x)y2(a'x) = a-b ■ b'xy ■ a'lx'x -a(y)x~x = 1.
This proves that there exists a homomorphism/:
K ~> G such that (12) holds.
DZ. DOKOVIC Similar routine (but longer) computations show that there is a homomorphism g:
From (12) and (13) it follows that /and g are inverses of each other.
Corollary. Let e (resp. _) be the restriction of y (resp. 8) to F2. Then $ is generated by a, e, f with defining relations «3 = e" = f2 = (££)2 _ e2a£2faf _ raea; £2] _ , Proof. This follows from the theorem, the lemma, and the fact that the isomorphism <p o /: K -» O sends w -» a, u -» e, w -» f.
In conclusion let us mention that another simple presentation of $ is due to B. H. Neumann [4] , see also [3, p. 169] .
